A Simple (and Powerful) Pairs Strategy

One of the simplest Pick 3 strategies is simply knowing what are the 4 most due pairs in your state RIGHT NOW. This will give you clues on what are the best numbers to play. This is a simple strategy - but it is very powerful.

For example, as of yesterday, the 4 most due pairs in New York were 45, 19, 89, 59.

The number 961 hit New York tonight (Monday January 29), which obviously came from pair 19. The new 4 most due pairs in New York now are 45, 89, 59, and 56.

You can use the 4-Due Pairs program to find the 4 most due pairs in your state right now. This is a BASIC program ($20). Here is where you will find it on the menu:

Pairs Programs
> 1-DUE PAIR
> 2-DUE PAIRS
> 3-DUE PAIRS
> 4-DUE PAIRS
> PAIR-REMOVAL
> DUE PAIRS-60
> DUE PAIRS-40
> DUE PAIRS PLAY LIST
> ABC PAIRS CHAIN EXPANDED
> ABC PAIRS CHAIN
Just enter the last 100 numbers that hit your state into the program (or copy a large list; the program will use the first 100 numbers and delete the rest). When I do that for New York now using the last numbers that hit (961 521 110 963...), the program gives me this:

4-Due Pairs
100 Numbers used:
961 521 110 963 432 724 186 225 786 423
021 255 296 924 528 250 416 004 341 841
640 793 555 810 696 417 023 843 215 493
614 446 533 033 725 909 510 806 470 762
746 611 157 035 644 536 223 249 846 303
965 346 018 131 989 866 683 798 506 961
678 299 057 278 820 423 700 294 366 521
949 881 679 074 746 617 433 571 183 897
622 157 540 755 092 827 762 807 696 233
786 052 607 911 916 900 895 943 662 225

The 4 Most Due Pairs: **45 89 59 56**

The 40 Master Numbers
450 451 452 453 454 455 456 457 458 459
890 891 892 893 894 895 896 897 898 899
590 591 592 593 594 595 596 597 598 599
560 561 562 563 564 565 566 567 568 569
Notice all those 6s and 9s.

The 4 Most Due Pairs: **45 89 59 56**

Whenever you see that the digits or the pairs "look" like each other, it is a good idea to **wheel the digits** because there is a good chance that one of the wheeled numbers will hit. In this particular case, there are only five digits in the four pairs: 4, 5, 8, 9, 6. When wheeled, these five digits give you 10 box numbers:

Wheeling Program
Wheel 45896:

**456 458 459 468 469 489 568 569 589 689 (10)**

If you play New York numbers, the best numbers in this group are **459, 469, and 489** (one of these numbers may hit New York THIS WEEK: sometime between now and Saturday night, February 3).
You can find the Wheeling program here on the menu:

Best Programs
> 10 NUMBER SYSTEM
> THE RUNDOWN LIST
> PICK 3 MASTER
> 8 STRAIGHT NUMBERS
> STRAIGHT GROUP MATCHING 360
> STRAIGHT GROUP MATCHING 300
> STRAIGHT GROUP MATCHING 100
> VISUAL DIGIT DISTRIBUTION-100
> STRAIGHT GROUP MATCHING 60
> STRAIGHT GROUP MATCHING
> GROUP MATCHING SYSTEM 60
> GROUP MATCHING SYSTEM
> VISUAL DIGIT DISTRIBUTION-60
> VISUAL DIGIT DISTRIBUTION-40
> VISUAL DIGIT DISTRIBUTION-28
> VISUAL DIGIT DISTRIBUTION
> SINGLES AND DOUBLES
> SINGLES AND DOUBLES (STRT)
> STRAIGHT SINGLES/DOUBLES
> CONSOLIDATION
> AUTOMATIC HOTLIST
> LINEUP-10
> HIT PARADE 50
> HIT PARADE 100
> SUPER SIX
> BASIC BOX
> BASIC 52
> DTD REFERENCE BOX

> WHEELING PROGRAM
> 120-SINGLES-ONLY
> 210-SINGLES/DOUBLES
> STRAIGHT POSITIONAL CONTROL
> BOX POSITIONAL CONTROL
> HOTTEST FRONT PAIR
> PAIR FREQUENCY FINDER 100
> PAIR FREQUENCY FINDER 40
> PAIR FREQUENCY FINDER
> BOX-TO-STRAIGHT
My $20 Special for Basic membership is still active. This Special gives you 3 months of Basic membership for $20. [http://alturl.com/az6zb](http://alturl.com/az6zb)

You will also get the PDF edition of Books 1234:
- Book-1: [https://www.amazon.com/dp/B076CKW59L](https://www.amazon.com/dp/B076CKW59L)
- Book-3: [https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0774KHKQY](https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0774KHKQY)

You will also get the Key Playlist Report. If interested, email me with this on the subject line of your email: $20-3 Months Basic-Books1234-KeyList.

My email is aanewyork4000@gmail.com

**FREE PAIRS STRATEGY**
**(No Program Required)**

Go to the two pages below to learn a simple pen and paper system to find the most due pairs in your state (my explanation starts in the middle of the page):


The Pick 3 Coach
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